
Mayan Jungle Adventure
Vocabulary Flash Cards

The following pages have all the vocabulary words used in the Mayan Jungle 
Adventure activity set, along with a small picture illustrating each word. 
There are three words per page. These flash cards support the on-
computer activities in Mayan Jungle Adventure, and some also might be used 
with other units on animals and birds.

If you print these on heavy paper and cut horizontally between each word 
and its picture, you will make three flash cards from each page. Be sure to 
have your printer set for landscape and print without a border.  You also 
could cut the pictures apart from the words and use them for matching 
games.  Duplicate the pictures, and you have a pair of each for card games 
and playing Remember. 



ancestors

ancient

arrow
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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Asian

blowgun

caiman
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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Choco

dart

emergency
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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glyph

ibis

jaguar
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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jungle

Maya

Olmec
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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poison

poisonous

rainforest
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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ruins

scarlet

South 
American

VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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spooky

steamy

tamarin
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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tunnel

vampire bats

vines
VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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viper

This off-computer activity was downloaded from Annie's Resource Attic and is copyright 2010 by ann 
brundige studio. You may make and distribute as many copies as you want, but must include this page. You may 
not sell this activity, nor use any of its elements for commercial purposes. For details regarding this Creative 
Commons license, see the Terms of Use section of the web page a www.annbrundigestudio.com                                                                                                                  
Photos were taken at various times, mostly in the Moody Gardens Rainforest Pyramid in Galveston, Texas.  
Jaguar photo was taken in Caldwell Zoo, Tyler, Texas.  The vampire bat was composited from two photos. The 
face is from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Desmodusrotundus.jpg  Date: 03/25/10   Photographed 
by Desmodus  Dr. Marco Mello, biologist, Universität Ulm, Germany: http://web.me.com/marmello/
marcomello.   The bat's body is from http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:VampireBat2010_2.jpg 
Date:January 2010 Photographed by Ltshears at the Lousiville Zoo. Olmec heads  adapted from photos from  
http://www.echoesintime.com/
Original clip art (ancestors, Choco Indian, paint bucket, etc.)  by Ann Brundige.

VOCABULARY  Print landscape mode on heavy paper. Cut in 3 strips for flash cards, or cut pictures and words apart for matching.
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